Abstract-This paper considers the joint optimization of precoder and decoder for both uplink and downlink transmissions in multiuser multiple-input, multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems. Focusing on the scenario when an improper constellation such as binary phase shift-keying (BPSK) or M-ary amplitude shift-keying (M-ASK) is employed, novel joint linear precoders and decoders are proposed to minimize the total mean squared error (TMSE) of the symbol estimation. The superiority of the proposed transceivers over the previously-proposed designs is thoroughly verified by simulation results.
Multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) wireless communications systems have received a great attention in recent years due mainly to their ability to provide improvements in capacity and reliability of information transmission over wireless channels [1] , [2] . Various performance measurements have been considered to design joint transceiver structures for MU-MIMO systems with both uplink and downlink configurations, such as minimum mean-square error (MMSE) from all the data streams, maximum sum capacity and minimum bit error rate (BER) [3] , [4] .
A joint linear transceiver design for uplink MU-MIMO systems with minimum total mean-square error (TMSE) has been investigated in [5] . On the other hand, a joint linear transceiver design for downlink MU-MIMO systems is discussed in [6] [7] [8] under the assumption of perfect channel state information (CSI) at both the transmitter and receiver. To enable precoding at the transmitter, channel estimation has to be performed at the receiver and fed back to the transmitter [9] . But the feedback information is generally not perfect because of the channel estimation error and/or delay. In [10] [11] [12] , imperfect CSI is considered and joint transceiver designs for TMSE minimization are formulated for both uplink and downlink transmissions.
Specifically, the minimum TMSE designs in [10] [11] [12] are formulated as nonconvex optimization problems under a total transmit power constraint. The linear transceivers for uplink and downlink MU-MIMO systems are obtained with iterative algorithms. In [10] , [11] , the imperfect CSI is taken into account by including the effect of channel estimation error. The channel correlation (at the transmitter for uplink, and at the receiver for downlink) is considered [10] , [11] , whereas [13] , [14] examine both transmit and receive correlations. The feedback information is assumed to be error-free for the ease of analysis. In [15] , both linear and non-linear transceiver structures for flat fading MIMO channels have been studied under the assumption that the CSI is available at the transmitter. In general, the linear structure is mostly preferred in transceiver design due to its lower computation complexity as compared to non-linear designs.
Reference [16] proposes novel linear precoding schemes for single-user and multiuser MIMO systems that perform better than existing linear precoders when the so-called improper modulation schemes are used. Such performance improvement is obtained by working with the modified cost functions that take into account the properties of improper signal constellations. The designs are considered for both perfect and imperfect CSI.
More recently, our work in [17] studies a joint linear transceiver (precoder and decoder) design that minimizes the TMSE of the symbol estimation at the output of the decoder for SU-MIMO systems with improper modulation. The work considers both the scenarios of perfect and imperfect CSI. This paper is a further development of [17] to the MU-MIMO systems that employ improper modulation. The joint linear precoding/decoding designs are presented for both downlink and uplink transmissions. The presentation focuses on the case of perfect CSI, but the case of imperfect CSI can be treated similarly by incorporating the channel estimation error model as done in [17] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed joint linear design of precoder and decoder in downlink MU-MIMO systems is presented in Section 1, whereas the design for uplink scenario is presented in Section 2. The superiority of the proposed designs over the conventional designs is verified with simulation results in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4. 
Precoded signals from all users are simultaneously transmitted across slowly-varying flat Rayleigh fading channels. The downlink channels to user j are collectively represented in matrix H i . The signal received by user i is given by [11] , [12] ,
which is a vector of size
represents spatially and temporally additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of zero mean and variance (σ (DL) n ) 2 . The received vector is then fed to the decoder G i , i = 1, . . . , K, which is a B i × N R,i matrix. The output of the decoder is:
The conventional downlink transceiver design is formulated as a problem of minimizing the total mean squared error (TMSE) under the total transmit power constraint specified by (1) . The TMSE corresponding to the ith user is
For the case of proper modulation E[s j s T j ] = 0 and the conventional transceiver design based on (3) is optimum. However, with improper modulations, the decoding decision is based on only real part of the output. As in [17] , the error vector of user i is modified for improper constellations as e (DL) =r
With the error vector defined as above, the MSE of the ith user can be computed as:
where
. (6) From the assumptions on the statistics of the channel, noise and data, one has
Using these facts and after some manipulations (4) simplifies to
The main objective of downlink MU-MIMO transceiver design is to find a pair of precoding matrix, (F i ), and decoding matrix, (G i ), to minimize E[ e (DL) 2 ] subject to the total BS transmit power constraint. That is, the improved TMSE design for downlink MU-MIMO systems employing improper modulations is expressed as
In order to find a solution to problem (8) , form the Lagrangian:
where µ (DL) is the Lagrange multiplier. By substituting (7) into (9) and then taking the derivatives of η (DL) with respect to F i and G i [18] , the associated Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions can be obtained and given in the following.
First, the value of ∂η (DL) /∂G z can be found by using the cyclic property of the trace function. Setting ∂η (DL) /∂G z = 0, 1 ≤ z ≤ K, and taking the complex conjugates of both sides yields
Similarly, setting ∂η (DL) /∂F z = 0 and taking the complex conjugates of both sides yields
Next, by post-multiplying both sides of (10) by G H z and performing ∑ K z=1 on both sides, one obtains
In a similar fashion, by pre-multiplying both sides of (11) with F H z and performing the sum ∑ K z=1 on both sides, one has
It then follows from (12) and (13) that
The quantity µ (DL) is obtained by taking the traces of both sides of (14) . The result is
At this point, as in [16] , an iterative procedure can be readily developed to find the solutions of F z and G z based on (10), (11) and (15) . First, define z,Im can be expressed using (10), in a vector form as given in (20) above, which also implies (21).
Similarly, define
Then R (DL)
z,Re and R
(DL)
z,Im can be expressed using (11) as shown in (22) and equivalently in (23). Based on these expressions, the optimum precoder and decoder can be solved by an iteration procedure as outlined in following algorithm: 1) Initialize F z , z = 1, . . . , K, and F z by setting the B z × B z upper sub-matrix of F z a scaled identity matrix (which satisfies the power constraint with equality), while all the other remaining entries of F z are zero. 2) For z = 1, . . . , K, find the value of G z using (21). 3) Find the value of µ (DL) using (15). 4) For z = 1, . . . , K, find F z using (23).
5) If
else go to the next step. 6) If
then terminate, else go to Step 2. 
Transceiver Design in the Uplink of MU-MIMO Systems
This section considers uplink MU-MIMO systems where K users (each with N T,j transmit antennas, j = 1, . . . , K) transmit to a base station equipped with N R antennas. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the structures of transmitters and receiver in such systems. The linear precoder of user j is denoted by a N T,j × B j matrix F j , j = 1, . . . , K. The data vector at the output of the jth precoder is represented as x j = F j s j . The signal after the precoder satisfies the power constraint in (1).
Numerical Results
This section presents computer simulation results to demonstrate the performance of the proposed precoding and decoding designs for both uplink and downlink MU-MIMO systems in terms of bit error rate (BER). In particular, the following comparisons are made. First, performance of the proposed joint precoding/decoding design for a MU-MIMO system employing improper constellation is compared with the novel linear precoding scheme in [16] which is based on the nullspace of channel transmission matrix to decouple multi-user channels. The main purpose of this comparison is to show the benefit in performing the joint precoding/decoding as opposed to precoding only in a MU-MIMO system. 
Second, the proposed joint linear transceiver design is compared with the previously-designed joint linear transceiver strategy in [12] , but without taking into account the specific property of improper modulations. The comparison is done for both uplink and downlink MU-MIMO systems.
In all the simulation results reported in this section, the number of users is K = 3. For the downlink design, the number of transmit antennas at the BS is N T = 6, while the number of receive antennas for each user is set to be N R,1 = N R,2 = N R,3 = 2. For the uplink case, the numbers of transmit and receive antennas are set to be N T,1 = N T,2 = N T,3 = 2, N R = 6 and the number of data streams are B = 2. For the case of Figure 8 , the number of data streams is either B = 1 or B = 2 (see the figure legend for details). In all figures, the signal-to-noise ratio is defined as SNR = P T /σ 2 n and the BER curves corresponding to user 1 are displayed.
First, Figure 5 compares the performance of the precoding design based on the nullspace of channel trans- Performance comparison of the downlink and uplink transceivers for BPSK. 
mission matrix in downlink MU-MIMO systems [16] with that of the proposed joint precoding and decoding design for BPSK and 4-ASK modulations. It should be emphasized that both the designs under comparison take into account the one-dimensional property of improper modulations. It is clear from the figure that a significant performance improvement is achieved by performing joint precoding and decoding. With the assumption of perfect CSI, it can be seen that the BER performance curves improve exponentially with SNR. Figure 6 shows performance comparisons of the conventional joint transceiver design for downlink MU-MIMO systems in [12] and the proposed joint transceiver design for both BPSK and 4-ASK. As mentioned before, the conventional design does not take into the onedimensional property of improper modulations. As can be seen from the figure, the proposed joint linear precoding/decoding designs leads to a very large performance improvement, especially for BPSK modulation (an SNR improvement of about 15 dB is observed for BER of 10 −3 ).
Finally, performance comparison between downlink and uplink transmissions with BPSK is shown in Figure 7 . It can be observed that the BER performance is almost identical for both uplink and downlink scenarios, a similar observation made in [11] . Furthermore, Figure 8 illustrates the performance improvement in both downlink and uplink transmissions when the number of data streams reduces from B = 2 to B = 1, i.e., coding gain is achieved by sacrificing the spectral efficiency.
Conclusions
This paper addressed the joint designs of linear precoding and decoding (transceivers) with improper constellations for both uplink and downlink transmissions of MU-MIMO systems. In both cases, the linear precoder and decoder designs are accomplished with an iterative procedure. Significant performance gains of the proposed designs over other designs in terms of the system's BER was thoroughly demonstrated with simulation results. Though not presented in the paper, the proposed designs can be easily extended for imperfect CSI as done in [17] for SU-MIMO systems.
